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About This Game

Trapped in a lonely motel, after your car breaks down in the middle of nowhere, you'll have to do everything you can to get out
of there before it's too late.

Solve the puzzles, fight your enemies, discover the secrets of the motel, escape ... Be the protagonist of your own action
thriller in any computer.

Key Features:

Multiple "escape room" puzzles.

Fight your enemies directly with the resources that you have.

Explore the motel and its surroundings and interact with the environment.

Full face-to-face conversations in real time.
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Title: Uplands Motel
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
GuraShop
Publisher:
GuraShop
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer.

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Finished it in 40min but was really cool, would have been really awesome to see it as a full game. Good job!. Disco
Necropolis!!!!. This is a pretty cool game. It was the first major game by one of the main people behind Super Meat Boy.. i
bought the dlc and it still says i need to buy the dlc to use the samurai and multiplayer 5\/5 would buy again (and yes i did install
the dlc). Great story would recommend :). Very retro game, but a bit unstable, and it doesn't quite do justice to its name and
what it implies.

It is a very simple drawn god sim, where you first create land in an infinate oceanic environment, where then 2 survivors are
added. Then its just a matter of building houses, farms, mines and whatnot to facilitate the production of resources needed to
feed the inhabitants and the expansion of your settlement.

Like I said, the graphics are very simple, as is the sound \/ music. As is the interface, but I would even go further than just
calling it simple, as it is lacking as well; Some resources are simply not shown and others are insufficiently elaborated.

The help gives you some idea, but a lot of functionality simply doesn't seem to be in the game, such as the upgrading of
buildings. I got 1 building to try to upgrade, followed by a game crash...so...ya...there's that...

Might be something for the collectors out there that want a simple island editor, which is all it seems to be (again, you need to
actually create the island yourself), for a 5 minute break at work or something, because that is really all it is good for...

It seems like a project for a beginning developer (and one that has a LOOONG way to go), which is in itself not a bad thing. But
maybe it could use some more work, or not be made available to the public, or at least not Steam. This may not be the right
platform to publish this early work on. There are a lot of communities and platforms out there that this sort of thing is great for,
but Steam users generally expect a little bit...more.... I'm normally bored by point-and-click games, but this one is a bit different.
Think more in the vein of Papers Please meets a late 90s Internet complete with rotating GIF animations, obnoxious fonts, and
auto playing music. Unlike Papers Please, you will actually spend most of your time solving mysteries and figuring out
backstories and relationships through web browsing. Also unlike a lot of point-and-click games, the solutions to things aren't
that obtuse. They're quite satisfying. Most of the things you can discover are optional, so the game will take as long as you want
it to.

I really only had one issue with the game, but you can avoid it. As to not reveal spoilers, all you have to remember is when
you're tasked with finding and reporting illegal music downloads, do those last.. The touchpad locomotion made me nauseous, i
could not play it, the bit i have seen had bad anti aliasing.. This game is pretty good tactical strategy based in steampunk world
and you can run it on older machines. Game itself contains 2 campaigns, 8 nations to choose from, single battles and
instructions, which is nice, but some tutorial missions would be great.
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This game kicks♥♥♥♥♥.. like seriously it will kick yours. Definitely a workout, pvp is amazing.. Fun, and light-hearted game.
Great controls, good stylized graphics.

For me, $30 is a little steep for the amount of time spent and varied things to do. I would have been very happy with my
experience if the price had been around $20. Still great fun either way. Even at the current price you will be happy. If you can
get this on sale, snatch it up.. Works fine for me, but im not an idiot. If you love Bomberman, you'll love this.. Level 14 and I
struggle on easy mode without grinding.. It's a decent game, at least until you realise you'll need to play though the same content
at least 10 times, just to progress. It's essentially an incremental/clicker Kongregate game, but you have to pay to play it. There
are better "clicker" games out there, go play those instead.. I thought they couldn't make this game any better until now. (Tears
coming out of eyes) Such beauty. Just too much to describe. You have to buy and play it for yourself to find out how much
amazing new stuff was put into this game. It's like god touch it with the right amount of power and Wonder. (Guy in the
background) Ok you going over broad on this. (Me) but any who this game is worth the money and time to play. But warning it's
got a lot of flashing color of lights.. Simple, fast paced tower defense game. The good: Fun graphics, great price, many levels.
The twist to this game is the speed in which the game starts. There is not much time to place towers before monsters are relased,
making it a bit challenging at the start of each level; which I enjoyed.

The bad: Once towers are placed it gets a bit boring. There are a few glitches as others have pointed out and some are very
obvious such as the inability to upgrade towers in corners of screen where top progress\/tital bars block. I have not been playing
long and have already had to restart multiple lvls as there is a glitch inbetween monster waves which prevents the release of
monsters. Sound effects and music are lacking. Not a bad buy, but needs some love from the developers. If the glitches were
fixed, it would really improve the game.

I'm writing this in hope of getting attention from the developers to fix the glitches. As it stands right now 4\/10. If glitched were
fixed I would recommend at a 7\/10.. A very simple but fun game creation software. It looks very old (because it is) but it's still
easy to navigate. I suggest it to people that are new to RPG Maker, but I don't suggest it to people that use more recent versions
of RPG Maker. It's also great for all ages.. \u5927\u5bb6\u597d,\u6211\u662f\u6bdb\u5b50\u7684\u6307\u6325\u5b98
\u6211\u770b\u6ce2\u7f57\u7684\u6d77\u7684\u90a3\u4e2a\u4f2f\u514b\u7ea7\u4e0d\u723d\u5f88\u4e45\u4e86,\u6211\u7
ec4\u7ec7\u4e86\u5341\u67b6\u7070\u673a,\u4f4e\u7a7a\u53d1\u5c04\u4e8620\u53d1\u53cd\u8230\u5bfc\u5f39,\u5cb8\u57
fa\u547c\u53eb\u4e8612\u53d1\u53cd\u8230\u5bfc\u5f39\u603b\u517132\u53d1\u9f50\u5c04,\u8fd8\u6709ecm\u7684\u652
f\u63f4,\u7ed3\u679c\u4f2f\u514b\u7ea7\u9632\u4f4f\u4e86\u653b\u51fb\u5e76\u4e14\u603c\u4e0b\u6765\u6211\u56db\u6
7b6\u98de\u673a,\u6211\u8981\u7ed9\u7f8e\u56fd\u56fd\u9632\u90e8\u6253\u7535\u8bdd,"\u8c01\u5f00\u53d1\u7684\u90
a3\u73a9\u610f",\u6211\u90fd\u56db\u5468\u76ee\u4e86,\u76ee\u524d\u8fd8\u5728\u7528\u6bdb\u5b50\u65b9\u52aa\u529
b
\u4eca\u5929\u4e0b\u5348\u6211\u53d1\u73b0
36\u53d1\u53ef\u4ee5\u7a81\u9632\u5e76\u4e14\u91cd\u521b\u4f2f\u514b\u7ea7
\u91cd\u521b\u7684\u662f\u7684\u662f\u963f\u5229\u00b7\u4f2f\u514b\u53f7 DDG-51
\u5df4\u65af\u94a2\u94c1\u53821989\u5e749\u670816\u65e5 \u4e0b\u6c341991\u5e747\u67084\u65e5
\u670d\u5f79\uff0c\u73b0\u5f79
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